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Eshq-e Tabriz Eshq-e Tabriz in English. trans. with commentary and notes by E.\ Damiri. Aga Khan Trust for Culture, .. Category:People
from Tabriz Category:Persian-language poets Category:Urdu poets from India Category:1872 births Category:Year of death missing
Category:Persian writers Category:Poets from Delhi Category:20th-century Indian poetsQ: bash command substitution immediately

succeeds TL;DR: Why does the command | grep... silently succeed? I have a program that is doing something non-blocking. I have a bash
script that can trigger the execution of this program, and I want to ask it: is the program doing anything right now? for i in $(seq 1 10); do
./test.sh & done if grep -FqT 'test.sh' ${output} then echo "running" fi Here we see the use of seq to generate a list of values and the bash

builtin pipe. If I'm lucky, the program will output that it's going to do something and be done before the script can check to see if it
succeeded. However, the script simply immediately exits without outputting anything (and never even outputs "running", even when the

program is clearly running). The weird thing is, I'm not even being tricked here. I'm inputting the command exactly as is. The only thing I
changed was the contents of test.sh from: echo foo to: echo foo sleep 1 echo bar And the script still quickly exits without outputting

anything. What is going on here? A: "I want to ask it: is the program doing anything right now?" In the sense of ./test.sh the command
line you gave is a perfectly valid test for the exit status of test.sh, so it is going to succeed even if the internal program is NOT doing
anything right now. If the test is valid for your use case, then make sure that you are running the program successfully by testing it

independently. You can ./test.sh & if grep -FqT 'test.sh' ${output} then echo "running" fi Or if this is not possible: run your
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Hazrat Shams-e-tabrizi-e-Urdu. page 11, note
that it contains four of his ghazals that have been
translated by English. Divan-e Shams-e Tabrizi.
a version of the ghazals. who developed the
genre in the light of Rumi. Divan-e Shams-e
Tabrizi (book). Divan e Shams e Tabrizi vol. 6
of the ancient collection of ghazals and
rubaiyats. Sep 22, 2010 11/22. Divan-e Shams-e
Tabrizi (book). Moran, Edward a. "Divan e
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investigation after oil was found in the wake of a
pipe break Oil has been found on the bottom of
the Bristol Channel in south-east Wales - the
second major breach in two weeks. The original
leak, near the Isles of Scilly, was discovered by
the coastguard earlier this month. Wales'
environment agency and police have both
confirmed that an oil slick was found off
Caerwent, Newport. Seafood businesses in the
area will be advised to be vigilant for a further
influx of oil, the Welsh Government said. The
latest case of suspected oil contamination comes
after oily lumps washed up on the Cornish and
Welsh coasts earlier this month. The
Environment Agency said it was now
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investigating the latest discovery on behalf of the
police. Welsh Police said: "The LOP [Legal Oil
Protection] Operation has been launched in
accordance with the Environment Agency's
procedures following the discovery of oil on the
sea bed along the Bristol Channel between
Cardiff and St Davids, Caerwent." The agency
said it was co-operating with the police
investigation and any enforcement action would
depend on the outcome. It was not clear how
much oil had been found, the BBC understands,
and it is still too early for the authorities to say
what level it was at or whether it is a "blip" or
was a result 3ef4e8ef8d
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